
Second Week Prayer Units   
Prayer Unit 12 

 

Theme: Jesus is given his name; he is brought to the temple. 

Grace: To ask for what I desire -- a deep-felt knowledge of God become human for me 
so that I might love Jesus more and follow his Spirit more closely. 

Prayer Texts: 

Use Gospel Contemplation. Enter into the event with your imagination. Be part of the scene as 
though you are present. Allow its mystery to imbue you. 

a) Lk 2:21 Jesus is circumcised and is given his name. Be there with Mary 
and Joseph and their relatives. Let the memory of your own 
naming and baptism be part of the prayer. Dialogue with them 
about it. 

b) Lk 2:22-38 Go with Mary and Joseph to present Jesus in the temple. Enter 
into the activity of the event. Speak with and listen to the 
persons involved. 

c) Mt 2:1-12 Accompany the "outsiders" as they pay homage to Jesus. Carry 
on a conversation with them. 

d) Repetition of those points where you experienced interior reactions: 
comfort - discomfort - being lifted up - struggle - joy - sadness. 

e) Repetition 
 

f) Application  
 of Senses  

on one or two experiences of Consolation from your prayer on 
the above. 

         
During the Gospel Contemplations on Jesus' early years, reflect on how the dreams of Mary and 
Joseph had to be refashioned by the political circumstances — birth in a unwelcoming town; exile to 
a foreign land. Mary and Joseph had to revisit their own personal myths and rediscover a newer 
myth as God's dream was being unfolded through revelation coalescing with unexpected human 
events coalescing with personal myth and deeper pondering. 

In each instruction of the Gospel Contemplations, Ignatius directs us to "reflect so as to draw some 
profit." We might misinterpret this by thinking that during the prayer we have to figure out 
applications to our real life. This is not so. Rather, we should allow God's word to affect us in our 
concrete lives and our mind-sets about life. Let God personally provoke or surprise us with the fruit 
or "profit" that we derive from this form of prayer. Leave the more precise analysis of the "intellect" 
for the Review of the prayer experience after the prayer. 

 
 
 
 
 



Additional Readings for reflection outside prayer times:  
  

Is 9:1-4, 6-7 because a child is born, Wonderful Counsellor, Prince of Peace.  

Is 62:1-5 Like a young man marrying a young woman, so will God wed 
you. 

Is 62:11-12 Sing to Zion, your saviour comes! 

Phil 2:1-8 Do not act as if you are better than others, for God poured out 
God's very self and took the form of a slave -- one who has no 
political power, 

2Cor 1:3-7 and therefore, our God is able to comfort us in our afflictions. 

 
 

 
 


